BOXX has over 22 years’ worth of experience designing, manufacturing, and testing high performance computer solutions built
exclusively for creative professionals and the software applications they rely on. You don’t buy a BOXX to send emails or play
video games. You buy it to go to work. And unlike commodity hardware manufacturers which build their systems overseas,
BOXX solutions are designed, manufactured, and supported in the USA.

BOXX Solutions
Professional Grade | We don’t manufacture entry level or consumer grade systems. BOXX workstations and rendering
systems (designed in SOLIDWORKS) are easily expandable and devoid of useless bloatware, providing peak performance, a
longer product life cycle, and no replacement costs.
Performance | Consult independent product reviews or benchmark tests and you’ll discover that, from overclocked and
multi-GPU APEXX workstations to render nodes and mobile workstations, BOXX builds the fastest solutions in the world.
Safe Overclocking, with processor speeds as high as 4.9GHz, accelerates workflows, increasing productivity and profit. If you
rely on SOLIDWORKS, Autodesk Revit, or other single-threaded applications, adding cores, moving to dual CPUs, or upgrading/increasing GPUs will not accelerate application performance. Only by increasing the frequency of your processor will you
eliminate the bottleneck and you can’t get that from Dell, HP, or Lenovo.
Liquid Cooling keeps the CPU within a thermal envelope, ensuring rock-solid reliability and longevity—all backed by a 3-yr
warranty and legendary technical support.
Premium Components | Innovative integration of only enterprise class components like Sanyo Denki fans, Seasonic 80 PLUS®
Gold power supplies, drives, and customized BIOS sets us apart from the mass market, one-size-fits-all workstation manufacturers.
Custom Chassis | Our competitors build their chassis overseas, relying on cheap plastic and OEM components, but BOXX
chassis are made in the U.S.A. BOXX engineers design with SOLIDWORKS, providing our U.S.-based metal fabricators with
precise 3D CAD models in order to produce quality aluminum parts and steel strengthening components.
Industry Partners | Long-established industry partnerships allow BOXX to work closely with Intel, Microsoft, NVIDIA, AMD,
Autodesk, Dassault Systèmes, and other manufacturers.
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BOXX Warranty & Support
Warranty | BOXX desktop workstations and rendering systems are backed by a 3-year warranty.
Legendary Tech Support | Ever been stranded on a branch of the tech support phone tree—the overseas call center labyrinth
used by commodity manufacturers to diagnose your computer issues? They have a script, but not a clue as to what it takes to
run SOLIDWORKS, Revit, Maya, C4D, V-Ray, or other professional applications. With BOXX, you’ll never miss a deadline thanks to
legendary BOXX Technical Support—experts based in Austin, Texas, who know your hardware, software, and can (in most
cases) resolve your issue over the phone. Speak to a living, breathing, human tech at 1-877-877-BOXX(2699) in the US or
1-512-835-0400 outside the US, Monday through Friday, 7am - 6pm CST. Best of all, BOXX Tech Support consultations are
always free, even after your warranty expires.

Buying BOXX
Call a Performance Specialist | Our Austin, Texas-based performance specialists have expert knowledge regarding your
professional software applications, as well as the optimal hardware for your specific workflow. Multi-national computer manufacturers can’t make that claim because they lack requisite knowledge and expertise. When was the last time you called a toll
free number and an actual expert picked up the phone? Call 1.877.877.BOXX.
BOXXers | BOXX customers include URS, KPF, HBO, FOX, NASA and a host of other leading VFX and animation studios,
architecture and engineering firms, national television networks, professional sports franchises, universities, and more. Read
the complete list and customer stories/testimonials at BOXX.com.
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